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Is it an exciting moment to be an imperial historian? “Newfound vigour, dynamism, diversity and even fashionability” are some of the characteristics that imperial history is experiencing, marvelled a historian of British imperial history, in a recent reader about the “new imperial histories”, who added that he was dazzled by the “striking variety as well as sheer volume of new work in the field”. That may be, but one has to take sides on which kind of imperial history one should celebrate. Is it a “new imperial history” or traditional “old imperial history”? Even more complicated seems the task of explaining what is “new” about the new imperial history, or the imperial turn as it is also known, and it is equally difficult to explain what is new about the “old” imperial history, which is also experiencing a revival. All along, imperial history has been a highly contested political issue, which often identified its practitioners as proimperialists, something which led historians and other scholars who studied formerly colonised countries or regions in the second quarter of the twentieth century to drop the imperial tag in favour of “area studies” – changing of course the point of view and method of research – to denote an anti-imperial attitude towards the study of the imperial experience. Furthermore, during the last 20 or so years, in which the historical profession was transformed by the so-called “turns”, be they cultural, linguistic, imperial or other, the political nature of imperial history has rather intensified than abated.

In every moment of the expansion, consolidation, partial or total loss of the British Empire, the languages of imperialism as well as the meanings of this empire were fluid between political parties, the general public and wider scholarship. The historical works produced since histo-
ry writing emerged as an academic discipline responded to the different and variant discourses on empire and imperialism, as well as to the developments in historical methodologies, and to political circumstances. This article discusses pivotal moments of British imperial history, after a brief reference to the development of imperial history since the early period of historical writing. The reference to discussions as well as to books is selective and attempts to exhibit in each period the works which characterise the general arguments, the perceptions of ideas by the academic environment and the political resonance of the historiographical issues examined.

The emerging historical discipline and the canon of old imperial history

At the outset, Thomas Babington Macaulay, the greatest guardian of the pre-eminence of the history of the British nation and initiator of professional historical writing in England, was conspicuous in keeping things in their place. Macaulay did not want to pollute either his art or the nation with alien and remote peoples, albeit on their way to becoming civilised, that is modernised, and denoted that the empire should not be an object of historical enquiry. Catherine Hall suggests that Macaulay’s “island story” was paradigmatic in sharply distinguishing between the nation, a place that could be at home with its history, and the empire, a place for the people without history.2 Macaulay made clear that his history “told of the glories of a prosperous modern commercial nation, of the kind of society that some already enjoyed and others could hope to emulate”.3 The peoples of the empire could hope to acquire history, but their societies could not be the subject of history because they had not yet achieved modernity. Macaulay, Hall notes, believed that “history belonged to the colonizers” and he was determined to give his readers a modern and civilised self to aspire to and identify with.4 In so doing, Macaulay set the agenda for historians not only of the nineteenth but also for much of the twentieth centuries. The historical discipline was to examine British domestic history – a distinct subject from imperial histories, which were to appear later in the nineteenth century.

During the next 40 years, the empire truly became "great", adding to the old empire more places in Africa and Asia, by war and conquest. The term "Greater Britain" was initially coined as early as 1868 by one of the main advocates of imperialism, the politician Sir Charles Dilke, who described this empire, and especially the white colonies, as “an amplifier of England’s voice to the world”.5 The historian J.R. Seeley, in his famous lectures published as The Expansion of England in 1883, appropriated the term "Greater Britain" and envisaged a single British nation extending to the white colonies beyond the British Isles, united by “blood and religion”.6 Both Dilke’s and Seeley’s beliefs about the empire denoted a benevolent mission which would bring representative institutions around the world. The empire thus had a moral dimension, which stood apart from ideas of conquest and violence, and it would also contribute to wealth at home. Furthermore, the fact that Seeley’s British imperial history was at most British national history abroad, which was often taken as world history, led to the immense popularity of the book at the time of its publication and to its extraordinary political influence.7

At the turn of nineteenth century, the debate over the empire heated up yet again. The argument of the freeborn Englishman going off to establish representative institutions around the world lost currency after the Jameson raid of 1895 (the first ineffective attempt of the British to over-
throw the Transvaal Republic) and, of course, as the news of the treatment of the Boers and native South Africans during the Boer war arrived home. The war caused “a loss of moral content, from which it never completely recovered”,8 and, as a consequence, a new perception of Britain’s mission was necessary. A renewed anti-imperialist spirit, both political and economic, developed at the same time that a popular imperialism and jingoistic aura were dominant and any differing opinion could be considered unpatriotic.9 The strongest and most famous challenge on the political and economic benefits of imperialism of that time came from J.A. Hobson’s critique Imperialism,10 which contested the very idea of the expansion of democracy or the alleviation the white man’s burden, as the mythology of the English nation would have it. The military power and organisation required for imperial conquest and occupation risked the advent of military autocracy and did not promote democracy, he argued. At the same time, investment overseas with lucrative returns was depriving the domestic economy of earnings which could have been gained if there were a redistribution of wealth via progressive taxation to be spent on social reforms.11 Many other liberals and socialists opposed the Boer war, which they considered to be against the principles of “self-government and enlightened imperialism”.12 Most of them feared that such practices abroad would influence domestic institutions and lead to illiberal government in England itself. Similar concerns were expressed by the Fabians in the 1900 pamphlet Fabianism and the Empire, edited by George Bernard Shaw, where they opposed the militarist and speculative character of the new empire, which they criticised as unconstitutional,13 and ideally envisaged an enlightened and disinterested exercise of authority. Yet, even within the Fabian Society the majority “regretted the South African War but found it unavoidable”.14 Neither Hobson nor the Fabians were anti-imperialists in the sense that they wanted to liquidate the empire. Rather, they wanted reforms which would benefit the indigenous peoples and establish nonauthoritarian government in the colonies.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, as historical writing was becoming professionalised, imperial history found a place in mainstream universities in Britain (Oxford in 1905, Cambridge and London in 1919), English-language universities were set up in Hong Kong and South Africa and historical journals were published in the dominions.15 Imperial histories written before and during the First World war by historians and politicians called for the federation or even the unification of the empire and the “fulfillment of Britain’s Imperial destiny”.16 However, reflecting the grave contradictions of the new stage the British Empire entered after the war, imperial history entered a new phase in the interwar period. The historical circumstances sketched a blurred picture of the empire. On the one hand, the empire not only remained intact until 1939 but it also reached its apogee during the interwar period and it was augmented by the mandated territories ceded to it by the League of Nations, giving the impression that it was a permanent institution in British public life. However, at the same time, various anticolonial nationalist movements gathered steam, especially as the great contribution of the dependent colonies to the war effort – they provided troops and labour corps – left nationalist activists in various parts of the empire with the expectation that the colonies would be repaid after the war with political representation and, finally, independence.17 At the same time, the dominions demanded equal status – a demand which was finally attained in 1931 through the Statute of Westminster. The white populations of the dominions, which by that time enjoyed partial self-government, developed a strong national assertiveness that led to the creation of the modern Commonwealth, whose members were no longer bound by British laws.
The historiography of the interwar period reflected general questions entwined with political colonial issues concerning accountability, such as whether the colonies should be under the supervision of the British parliament or the League of Nations, whether there should be a local administrative reform or whether it was time to retire completely from remote places in the world. At the same time, there was revival of the idea of the British colonial mission and an affirmation of the moral purpose of the empire.18 To oppose this jingoistic perception of the empire, the Hogarth Press, created by the Bloomsbury circle, published books and pamphlets attacking the colonial administration and British rule in Africa and Asia, and echoed the views of that part of general and intellectual British society willing to admit the exploitative, inhumane aspects of imperial practice.19 In the 1930s, a few historians also studied non-European nationalist movements such as in India and Palestine, in an attempt to understand these movements on their own terms. However, mainstream historians dealing with constitutional history emphasised the “dual duty” of British imperial officers “to protect indigenous subjects and to promote economic development of the world at large.”20 In another case, they indicated “the moral capacity of the British Empire to shape a better world and to help dependent peoples advance towards self-government”.21 In 1929 the first volume of the Cambridge History of the British Empire was published; the series was completed nine volumes later in 1959. The spirit of this work in its entirety was a Whiggish celebratory history of “a great empire which was built with so little show or use of force”, as the Cambridge professor and its first editor, E.A. Benians, noted.22 Very characteristically, Sir Charles Lucas, the author of the introduction to the first volume, made clear that the expansion of the empire, which forced British officials to rule huge non-British populations, called into play those unique English characteristics of “the capacity to rule, which is among the Englishman’s best qualities” and “the sense of trusteeship for colour-ed people”.23 Some conclude that most of the series’ writers “encouraged consensus on what was believed to be the underlying, essentially noble, purpose of the Empire”.24

On the whole, as David Fieldhouse explains, the canon of old imperial history, which was established in late nineteenth century and epitomised by the completion of the Cambridge History in the late 1950s, had the aim “to explain how and why the metropolitan states had grown from small European societies into world powers and also to analyse what significance this expansion had for the metropolis and dependencies alike”. Traditional imperial history, argues Fieldhouse, did that by examining the reasons and motives behind European expansion, the process or mechanics of empire building, imperial organisation and the costs and benefits of the empire.25 In other words, old imperial history was organised around the “subject”, which was the metropole, and the “object” of observation, which was the colonies. Its main purpose, others have argued, was to serve as an “ideological adjunct” of the empire by “contributing historical insights into past exercises in overseas power that could be used to inform and inspire contemporaries to shoulder their obligations as rulers of a world-wide imperial system”.26

The legacy of Robinson and Gallagher

It is not a surprise, thus, that the most significant turning point for British historiography of the empire – the publication of John Gallagher and Ronald Robinson’s 1953 article “The Imperialism of Free
Trade” – came at a time when decolonisation was well under way and the mission of imperial history serving as an “appendage to imperial politics” was no longer valid. William Roger Louis argues that this article, and its authors’ subsequent book (with Alice Denny) on *Africa and the Victorians*, brought a “conceptual revolution” by insisting on the chronological continuity of the forces of imperialism throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, opposing Hobson’s view that there was a difference between mid- and late Victorian imperialism. Robinson and Gallagher introduced and expanded the notion of an informal empire of trade and commerce and emphasised the degrees of political control of places where there was no acquisition of territory in a constitutional sense. They also focused on the interaction between the British and indigenous peoples without – as the case used to be – accepting the assumption that “the springs of European expansion lay wholly within Europe.”

The difference this article made was that it opened a different angle on the study of the empire by viewing it not exclusively as a territorial entity but as an economic relationship with local collaborators and, most importantly, turning attention to the peculiarities of the imperial centres, the structures of indigenous societies and the evolution of politics and society in the periphery. In this way, the colonies were not the passive victims of events in the metropole but active agents which could codetermine the relationship with both their massive subject populations and British imperialists. Furthermore, by insisting on the notion of the continuity of formal and informal empire, they gave a line of interpretation not only for nineteenth-century British imperialism but also for twentieth-century decolonisation and, indeed, even for the American empire. As Louis notes, these committed British socialists writing at a time of great anxiety about the impact of American assistance in Europe through the Marshall plan and in the aftermath of the Suez crisis of 1956 managed to relate situation of the national uprisings in the 1950s and decolonisation with that of mid-to late nineteenth-century Victorians in Africa. Mid-Victorian “trade not rule” anti-imperialism was false, Robinson and Gallagher claimed. Instead they supported the idea that “by informal means if possible, or by formal means if necessary, British paramountcy was steadily upheld”. Robinson pointed out, in a subsequent essay, that British imperialists preferred to manipulate rather than directly dominate, because that was the way to have maximum return at minimum cost and risk. Therefore, the imposition of formal empire represented a failure of this policy and was adopted reluctantly when informal control broke down. This explains the differences in various areas of the empire and the successful version as in the case of white colonists who were willing collaborators – whereas in Africa and Asia the absence of a local bourgeoisie meant imperialists had to turn to ruling oligarchies and local elites. The ensuing destabilisation of local political systems was the direct effect of these policies in Africa and Asia and left imperialists with the choice either to retreat or to take over the ruling of a colony. Criticism of Robinson and Gallagher came in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when a whole new generation of historians were nurtured by these new stimulating ideas about what the empire really had been.

**Postcolonial Britain: new imperial historians**

The initial period after the Second World war was one of rapid decolonisation for Britain and the remaining European imperial powers. From the late 1950s to early 1960s, much of Africa gained
independence from Britain, and by the mid-1970s Britain had decamped from its remaining colonies around the world – often after violent struggles with nationalist groups which opposed British occupation. This was despite Clement Attlee’s claim that Britain stood out among the imperial powers in history as “the only empire that voluntarily surrendered its hegemony over subject peoples”. Furthermore, the dynamic flow of immigrants from the former colonies after the Second World war made the peoples of the empire visible domestically and raised the issue of race disrupting what many wanted to believe was “a hitherto homogeneous white society”. Some argued that decolonisation and immigration to Britain combined produced “recurrent bouts of anxiety about ‘the condition of Britain’, questioning who belongs to the nation; what does that belonging entail; and what does it mean to be British?” Empire, the colonies and immigration were gradually becoming major political issues which were further contested in the general political climate of the cold war tensions between the superpowers.

In this context, imperial history became a “politically incorrect” term and was replaced by titles – in university programmes, curricula and matriculation examinations as well as in general studies – such as “third world studies” or “area studies” both in Britain and the USA. It has been argued that area studies is the legacy of Robinson and Gallagher’s work, in that it responded to the “pressing need in the polariised cold war world to know more about the nations and societies that were breaking free from European domination”. What was eroded from the 1950s onwards was the basic assumption which held the intellectual unity of old imperial history, that is, the idea that colonial self-government would lead to postindependence associations such as the Commonwealth. Once this expectation faded, especially given that even countries which became independent from the empire and were eligible to become members of the Commonwealth declared their reluctance to do so and their willingness to become totally separated from Britain, old imperial history as an evolution towards institutions aspiring to continuity and unity with the metropole was completely discredited. In their place, as David Fieldhouse has argued, “the proper unit of research and analysis was the individual society in the process of becoming a nation, not the colony being laboriously prepared to qualify as a Member of the Commonwealth.” Mid-twentieth-century imperial histories thus stressed the exploitative relation of the empire, with the west bringing under examination large parts of the world to be studied as historical entities before, or regardless of, the advent of the Europeans. Moreover, texts by scholars from former colonies such as the work of philosopher and psychiatrist Frantz Fanon, the earlier work of historian and social theorist C.L.R. James and poet Aimé Césaire gained worldwide acclaim because they opposed the dominant image of old imperial history which depicted non-Europeans as backward and uncivilised.

From 1971 to 1980, Gallagher held the Vere Harmsworth chair in imperial history at Cambridge – he had been Beit professor at Oxford since 1963 – and Robinson succeeded him to the same university chair at Oxford in the same year. A new generation of historians (often known as the Cambridge school of imperial historians, which had a focus on India) worked on the assumption that the British Empire was continuous, be it formal or informal; that it was not only territorially specified; that Europe, and more specifically Britain, was not the only or the most important imperialist player and, most of all, that the imperialist experience involved active agents and negotiable relationships at every stage of interaction between the conquerors and conquered. Critics of Robinson and Gallagher’s views did not seriously undermine their influence. In 1976 a collection of es-
transmission and challenges

As a general transformation of the historical discipline took place from the late 1950s well into the 1980s, social history came to the ascendant. Social, political and economic history was being approached in an interdisciplinary way, which was also the result of British Marxist historians who were in full sway in the mid-1960s. Since its establishment in 1964, the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) was essential not only in putting cultural criticism and social history on the agenda but also responding to the issue of the increasing racial tensions that had emerged in the late 1970s, a decade when Britain experienced, in the words of Geoff Eley, “a populist racism which moved from the fringes of society to its centre with the new right politics of Margaret Thatcher solidifying the authentic identity of Britain as white nation”. The riots in Brixton, London and other inner cities around Britain, the Falklands war in the early 1980s and the economic problems which had already challenged the purported postwar consensus and led to social discontent among the native British population are characteristic of the levels these tensions reached. In addition, they highlighted the problematic of race and the meaning of empire in postcolonial Britain. Paul Gilroy’s edited collection of essays entitled The Empire Strikes Back: Race and Racism in 70s Britain, published by the CCCS in 1982, demonstrated exactly the persistent way that the issue of race was determining contemporary British politics, after the right wing radicalisation involved in the rise of Thatcherism. Moreover, the general political climate in the 1980s pushed academic studies in a different direction, away from the valorisation of social history. The domination of market values within and outside academia, the collapse of communism, which gave the illusion of the victory of capitalism (with some, infamously, arguing that this also represented the end of history), and the decline of organised labour movements in Europe and North America, even led intellectuals of the left to disassociate themselves from classical materialist analyses of class struggle through the ages, which predominated in earlier social histories, in favour of the emergence of identity politics. In this context, even area studies programmes were...
questioned (their institutional support was withdrawn) and seemed unable to answer contemporary questions after the end of the cold war, as the notion of globalisation and United States hegemony gathered momentum. 51

How were racial tensions and political developments interpreted by academia, particularly within the realm of imperial history? Many new researchers embraced the new methods to come up with new imperial histories, which were critical not only of their contemporary postcolonial society but also the imperial and colonial past. The contribution of anthropology has been very important since many colonial anthropologists abandoned the view that anthropology’s mission was to study the “primitive” or the people without history and history’s mission to study the “modern”, that is historical peoples. 52 The view that cultures are not fixed or unique – therefore, they have to be studied in their plurality, historicity and interconnectedness, avoiding an analysis of the dominant or the subjugated – gained prominence. 53 Here it is imperative to mention the work of Bernard Cohn, who, in a series of essays written between the mid-1950s and the early 1980s, applied an anthropological perspective to the history of colonialism and its forms of knowledge. Cohn, before Said and Foucault, used the notion of “knowledge” to show the “cultural technologies of rule” applied by colonisers in order to manipulate Europeans’ perceptions and opinions about other societies which seemed remote and hostile to them. 54 Cohn’s work clearly demonstrates the direct relationship between the acquisition of knowledge about subject peoples and the imposition of authority over them.

Furthermore, seminal works of postcolonialism coming from the United States challenged the powerful new historians of Gallagher’s Cambridge school and the Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History who had been dominant in the 1970s and 1980s; some of them at least were considered as the new “old imperial historians” or mainstream imperial historians. Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978), the key text of postcolonial theory and the general cultural or linguistic turn with which it “coincided and interacted”, 55 is so well known that it requires no extensive analysis here. 56 Said’s thesis targeted not only the British Empire but western colonialism in general, providing a powerful critique of western structures of knowledge and the way in which colonial discourse constructed the colonial subject. In the 1980s, the Subaltern Studies Collective, represented by South Asian scholars interested in the postimperial world, focused in particular on the masses of the underprivileged and those of inferior rank, and in so doing rejected all existing historiography as western minded and nationalist, which aimed at portraying how the east failed to become the west; instead of history, they proposed the turn to the study of texts. 57 Gramsci’s theoretical work on the cultural hegemony of the state, as well as Foucault’s theories on the centrality of knowledge in theories of governmentality and the manipulation of language, became the theoretical backbone of the transformation of a part of literary studies into postcolonial theory, a move that also affected cultural studies. 58 As regards British imperial history, the turn to postcolonialism stressed the necessity to study the effects of imperialism in both the metropole and the colonies and to insist on the mutual cultural, institutional or economic effects they had on one another.
Reluctant cohabitation: Major debates in British imperial history in the 1990s

What were the major debates and major transformations that British imperial history underwent as a result of the turn in the 1980s and 1990s? Could old imperial history survive? Did a different imperial history emerge? Stephen Howe claims that historians of empire are still embroiled in a “slow-burning civil war”, between the exponents of “new imperial history” and those who, by default, are presumably termed “old imperial historians” despite the fact that some of them had been the “new” of the 1970s and 1980s. Those who, in researching imperial history focus on ideas of culture and discourse, study gendered and racial relationships or representations of colonisers and colonised or study the impact of colonial power and culture on the metropole and the colonies during and after the ending of formal colonial rule are the practitioners of “new imperial history”. Those who insist on studying high political, economic, military and state history are categorised by some as old or traditional imperial historians. But as we shall see, innovation in method and new approaches can affect high political, economic, military and state history, which involves a combination of empirical and theoretical work. Moreover, old tools such as the scrutiny of the archives can be used in different ways, for discursive analysis where their content is not taken at face value. It is important, thus, to turn first to those historians that many, including the writers themselves, would consider unrelated to the cultural, linguistic, postcolonial or, finally, new imperial turns to see whether there is some new in the old imperial history and, then, to turn to those who wholeheartedly state that they are the pioneers of new methods.

To start with, one of the most prominent works in the field of imperial history discussed in academia on imperial history in the 1980s and early 1990s connected Britain’s alleged economic and political decline with the loss of the empire. P.J Cain and A.G. Hopkins’ book British Imperialism, published in two volumes in 1993, with a new edition in 2000, was the product of the ongoing debate about “Gentlemanly Capitalism and British Expansion Overseas”, which aimed at explaining not only the reasons for the acquisition (and loss) of the British Empire but also at an assessment of the British enterprising classes. Their thesis was that the roots of British imperial expansionism are to be found in the needs of “gentlemanly capitalists”, drawn from the land and finance rather than from industry, who were also responsible for the relative decline of Britain in the twentieth century. Others argued that, on the contrary, it was the industrialists and the material base of industry that mainly supported the expansion of the empire. The debate, which involved more scholars and publications than those mentioned here, followed classic economic history with a Marxist and post-Marxist theoretical approach and an empiricist method of research, paying attention to state formation but also to cultural factors in economic decision-making to interpret the reasons for imperial growth and imperial loss.

Other mainstream historians of imperial history continued very successfully to write “business-as-usual” imperial history, that is, grand narratives about the economic, political and military development of the empire, mostly empiricist, concentrating mainly on formal and, to a lesser extent, informal imperialism, marginalising gender and race and perpetuating the historical divide between British domestic history and British imperial history. P.J. Marshall, a very influential expert on the British in India and America in the eighteenth century, worked on the assumption that the British in Asia were not alien aggressors but collaborators with Indian elites, to whom they simply delegated power...
and generally sustained a prosperous economy. His synthetic work, *The Cambridge Illustrated History of the British Empire*, published in the 1990s, has been criticised for emphasising the benevolent or neutral role of the British Empire in the evolution of colonised subjects. He rejected the triumphalist civilising mission and racist narrative and favoured the idea that the empire emerged in a rather accidental and disorganised way; ultimately, however, he seemed to be in denial of the violence and appropriation that the empire entailed. The work of Andrew Porter – another Cambridge historian, and joint editor of the *Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History* during the 1980s – ranged widely in time and theme from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries, contributing solid empirical history of the empire in military, state, economic and business matters and, in the last ten years, religion.

The work of C.A. Bayly stands out without “succumbing” (as he would have it) to the cultural turn. His early works on India from the late eighteenth century to the Indian mutiny are not mere accounts of the decay of the Mughal Empire and the British imperialist takeover. In giving voice and authority to the merchant communities and analysing the culture and business methods of the Indian merchant families, he discusses the administrative inadequacies of both indigenous states to resist the British, as well as the weakness of the East Indian Company to discipline the locals, and puts forward the case of cultural history entwined with political, social and economic relations. In another book, Bayly, by studying British intelligence networks operating in India and analysing the reasons why so much of the information gathered was “lost in translation”, and also by examining the social and intellectual origins of the informers and the disparity between them and the perceptions of the colonial authorities, advances the case of microhistory connected with power networks and, finally, the state. In his two major works of global history, namely *The Imperial Meridian* and *The Birth of the Modern World*, Bayly challenges the long-established self-perception of the British Empire as a modernising force with liberal institutions, by depicting it as an authoritarian state based on mainly agrarian, rural-based elites which came to conquer Muslim empires weakened by tribal revolts. He examines the uses of ideologies of power, the evolution of the state and the hierarchy of society for both the imperial aggressors and the conquered societies; he shows that there was an integral relationship, one consisting of interaction and connections between peoples and regions, and that modernity was not a European achievement but a development of world history. Tony Ballantyne claims that despite the fact that Bayly, in the *The Birth of the Modern World*, recognises other poles of modernity than Europe, by stressing the coterminous history of the “great acceleration” of modernity (and by that he means modern financial services, science, medicine and even the nation-state as originating in Europe), and the rise to global dominance of European empires after 1820, he rather provides a traditional geography of modernity. Ballantyne also is critical of the fact that Bayly in his history ignores the postcolonial criticism that slavery and empire building were central to the creation of “Europe” prior to modernity and that these entanglements provided the very basis of Europe’s modernity. Nevertheless, Bayly wrote a new global history, avoiding both general sociological approaches of world systems as put by Marxist theories of causation and culturalist descriptions of microhistory which are devoid of grand narratives. Despite the fact that Bayly himself stated his reservations on postcolonial history, he produced a history that would be the envy of many postcolonialists.

John MacKenzie is perhaps the best-known contributor to social and cultural imperial history in Britain. His pioneering *Propaganda and Empire* (1984) and his subsequent edited volume *Imperial-
National, Imperial, Colonial and the Political

ism and Popular Culture (1986) have contributed in moving history away from the grand narratives of high politics and the economy to focus on the multifaceted parts of cultural history both at home and the colonies, which contributed to forming ideology and feeling about the empire. The popular press, ephemera and visual material, theatre and public entertainment, children’s books and toys, art and architecture – all could be subjected to the study of imperialism to show the variety of cultures around the empire and the different perception of the empire in Britain itself.

Yet MacKenzie differentiated himself from Said’s postcolonial theories. In 1996, he published his own Orientalism, a polemic to oppose and differentiate himself from Said’s work, in which he joined forces with the many critics of postcolonial theories. He maintained that Said was excluding historicity from his own work by insisting on the negative image of the Orient that Europeans cultivated through high literary texts, and excludes the period when Europe admired and imitated the east. To treat all periods and all colonialists in an undifferentiated way, homogenising diverse relationships between colonisers and colonised, was wrong, MacKenzie argued.

Despite the fact that all of the above historians themselves claimed to be traditional or have been categorised as such, they are credited with using many of the methods which some would consider particularly postcolonial. Cain and Hopkins studied the economic consequences of imperialism in both home and colony as did Bayly, who also studied the personal lives of eighteenth-century Indian informers to understand perceptions of the empire. MacKenzie has always prioritised culture, especially popular culture and its relations in opinion making for home and empire, both through arts and through the state.

Perhaps the most compromising text in the debate was an article by the American historian Dane Kennedy called “Imperial History and Post-Colonial Theory”. In the first part of the article, published a year after MacKenzie’s Orientalism, Kennedy tackles all the great failings of postcolonialism. He included the “ugly neologisms”, which were particularly resented in Britain as a distortion of language, pointing especially to the irony of literary critics trying to “liberate” people through language while addressing them in incomprehensible texts. It also refers to “the suspicion of history as an accomplice to the West’s discursive drive to dominate the Other” – for example, Spivak urging members of the Subaltern Studies Collective to “break from the premises of historical analysis altogether” because, as another member of the collective pointed out, “Europe works as a silent referent to historical knowledge itself” and instead to turn to texts as the only source of truth. By adopting an ahistorical way of thought, Kennedy argued, among others, postcolonialists were biting their own tail, since we cannot reduce history to textuality because text is also context and has a historical dimension. Over-emphasising texts versus facts and material relations leads also to an ahistorical universe, provoking A.G. Hopkins’ conclusion that postcolonial practitioners have replaced “modes of production with modes of discourse”; he emphasises, rather, the need for world history to turn to hard political and economic questions and not cultural ones.

However, Kennedy’s article, unlike MacKenzie’s book, is not at all dismissive of postcolonialism, despite its flaws. Rather, he celebrated the immense forces that it liberated and the divergent works it inspired. Postcolonialism, he argued, reoriented and reinvigorated imperial studies, raising “provocative questions about epistemological structures of power and the cultural foundations
of resistance, about the porous relationship between metropolitan and colonial societies, about the construction of group identities in the context of state formation, even about the nature and uses of historical evidence itself. Kennedy favoured those studies that combined the theoretical positions of postcolonial theory with empirical researches, particularly those in anthropology and the history of ex-colonial societies. The examination of the colonial construction of collective identities inspired a particularly successful body of scholarship without excluding history and historical method. If we are to hold the postcolonial premise that the categories of identity which gave meaning to colonisers and colonised alike cannot be taken for granted but must be problematised and presented within the context of power, then we will produce better historical works.

And indeed the work of those who took the postcolonial turn in examining British imperial history during the 1990s has been remarkable for the wide range of themes and the new perspectives they opened. Out of the thriving historiography, a few examples of the dynamism of imperial writing will demonstrate the insight postcolonialism brought to the study of the experience of the empire.

Gender, race, class – very often called the holy trinity – and the empire is of particular importance. Seminal works on the themes concerning the role of women in the formation of identities at home and colonies have been produced. The interest of British middle-class women in the antislavery campaign was considered to have laid the foundations for mid-nineteenth-century feminism. The role of women in consolidating the ideology of imperialism and the cultural interaction between British and colonised women were common themes in the publications of the 1990s dealing with feminism and imperialism. Masculinity, sexuality and gender, either as a factor of identity formation or as a cause for racial suppression or a means of moulding ideology, were crucial issues in historical research. Class was also among the important subjects to be studied not only in the grand narratives and economical context but in terms of identity formation in the empire, as are the politics of national identity formation within an imperial framework as well as debates on political reform and citizenship both for home and colony, especially regarding issues of race and gender. As a matter of fact, the most successful among these studies are those where the politics of culture intersect with the politics of gender, race, class and even high politics.

Moreover, studies on the environment, showing how the British altered the colonial landscape intentionally or unintentionally, and studies on science and medicine, religion and missionary action, were elaborated and analysed from the new perspectives of postcolonialism, even to the point of becoming synonymous with new imperial histories. Not all these works were strictly limited to one method nor avoided the connections with traditional narratives of imperial histories. But most of them, to one degree or the other, aimed to show, among others, the proliferation of hybrid identities in the empire and the mingling of cultures, the chameleon properties of power, including the psychoanalytic construction of the self and intimacy as well as the construction of collective identities.

However, when at the end of the decade, Oxford University Press embarked to show the "state of the art" in British imperial history, a work commissioned to an American editor (but a known Anglophile trained in Oxford and a fellow of St Antony’s College), a large part of the academic community was surprised to find that new imperial history, as it had been practiced in the 20 years or so prior to the publication of the series, had but a cameo appearance in this magnum opus.
The open debate that this publication provoked came at a time that the necessity for another journal on colonial history seemed imperative. Launched in 2000, the Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History was determined to house those excluded by what was once the platform for new imperial history, the Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, which by the end of the twentieth century was thought by many to be conservative and myopic towards the new trends of history writing. The new journal aimed to cover subjects from the pre- to postcolonial eras, was open to theory and interested in the social effects of imperialism on the population, the lasting impact of living under colonial rule as well as the political structures of imperial power.

If the OHBE was a reason to start an open debate about how effective the historiography of the postcolonial turn had been by the end of the century, or whether there was a new imperial his-
tory, the publication of David Cannadine’s *Ornamentalism: How the British Saw their Empire*, as a rather belated response to Said’s *Orientalism*, set off a small skirmish in the imperial historians’ civil war.89 This book, which some have characterised as an “abridgement”90 of the *OHBE*, stated its intention to put class (as opposed to race, which Cannadine mistakenly believed has been overemphasised in recent historiography) back into the focus of interpretation of British imperial history. Seeing the empire as “a vehicle for the extension of British social structures to the end of the world”, he concentrated on one particular class which, he argued, was the most important. It was the aristocracy and the upper classes, Cannadine maintained, who most invested in an elaborate system of status and hierarchies that really mattered in what constituted the complex dynamics of the empire. By “ornamentalism”, Cannadine was referring to the visible effects of attempts to order the empire by binding its hierarchies together, on the one hand, to offer an image of the empire as a conservative and hierarchical society, predicated on individual inequality, and on the other, claiming that the empire was more free of racist assumptions as regards collective identities that bedevil more egalitarian societies. This book had, for many, a parallel agenda, namely, to.condescend postcolonial historiography which was based on racial discrimination and cultural difference, which, of course, provoked controversy and drawn daggers.91

These publications, which were the spark that ignited the debate about British imperial history, engaged scholars, activists and various communities in many parts of the world and proved wrong William Roger Louis, who, in the foreword to all volumes of the *OHBE*, noted that this was a time that “the passions aroused by British imperialism have so lessened that we are now better placed than even before to see the course of the Empire steadily and to see it whole”.92 Had passions really lessened? In the final decade of the twentieth century, after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the alleged end of the cold war, area studies were set aside and postcolonialism appeared amid grave controversy. The “invading hordes” of historians influenced by postcolonial theorists, literary theory and cultural studies were writing “politically and ethically engaged” history.93 The 1990s was, for many, a time when the nature and legacies of British imperialism were topical in various political ways. Tony Ballantyne mentioned a few:

In their very different ways, settler colonies such as Canada, Zimbabwe and New Zealand have been grappling with questions of indigenous sovereignty and land rights, while the question of native title sprung to the foreground of Australian politics after the landmark Mabo decision in 1992 (which transformed Australian legal and political culture by recognising the existence and persistence of Aboriginal land ownership). The legacies of colonialism have also been at the forefront of political life in South Africa following the dismantling of the apartheid regime, framing many of the histories of racial exclusion and violence produced by the 20,000 witnesses that testified before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. In South Asia the role of British colonialism in engendering the region’s “underdevelopment,” environmental degradation, and religious and ethnic conflict is the subject of constant debate in bazaars, newspaper editorials, and classrooms . . . In Britain itself, many saw the transfer of power in Hong Kong in 1997 as marking the final act in the great drama of the rise and fall of the empire; but such a nostalgic view ignores the persistent legacies of British imperialism which are at the heart of ongoing debates over Northern Ireland, immigration, and the very nature of Britishness itself.94
**Global calling from history: new imperial and colonial histories**

So imperial history can only be a political subject, a point on which historians as different as Seeley, Bayly and other postcolonial historians would agree. Indeed, the pivotal moment for imperial history in the twenty-first century would be major world political developments. Some even give a date for the explosion of interest in imperial history, more specifically the fatal day of 11 September 2001 when the global present revoked imperial history from its alleged decline and put it back on the ascendant, at least when compared to its antagonist, that is, colonial history, in all its varieties, after the academic turns since the 1980s. The global present was begging for global histories, and imperial history found itself in a privileged position. Global, transnational or nonterritorial empires were now put under scrutiny by both historians and political scientists to unravel or discover new kinds of polities.

As regards British imperial history, the tag “new” found various uses, some influenced by the previous decade and some developing in a different direction. There have been several attempts to come up with an all-inclusive definition of what this “new” is supposed to include. Stephen Howe, in his *New Imperial Histories Reader*, notes that those who claim the “new” tag share, despite many differences, a core understanding by what they mean by new:

They mean approaches to imperial history centred on ideas of culture and, often, of discourse; ones with strong attention to gender relations and/or to racial imaginings; ones which emphasise the impact of colonialism’s cultures on metropole as well as on the colonised, and tend to urge its continuing effects after the end of the formal colonial rule. They pose questions – or make assumptions about the relationships among knowledge, identity and power, including a high degree of explicit self-consciousness about the positioning of the historians themselves.

Yet, innovative work using the new methods from “traditional” circles devoted to diplomatic, high-political or military historical themes showed that the binary of old/new is not enough to capture the whole story. It is thus misleading to speak of one single “new imperial history” but, instead, we can now speak of new imperial histories to include “fresh, creative histories of imperialism” out of the great range of publications that appeared. To sketch the course of British imperial histories since 2001 and the intermingling of old and new methods, we have to refer both to debates and different historical practices.

**Empire and metropole**

One of the dominant debates at least for the last 15 years has been the study of the impact of the empire on the metropole. Some argue that the presence of the empire in Britain itself has been ubiquitous in every aspect of British public life, from the beginning of colonisation, during decolonisation and since the total loss of the empire. Catherine Hall in Britain and Antoinette Burton and Kathleen Wilson in the United States are among the protagonists of this debate who support the idea that the presence of the empire in British public and private life was formative for British na-
The greatest opponent of this line of argument is Bernard Porter, who insists on the old view of the relative indifference of the British people towards the empire, arguing that there was not one dominant culture about the empire in the various sectors of British society but several entirely different and even contradictory ones. Andrew Thompson has also attempted a more balanced view of the topic by pointing out that the diversity and pluralism of both empire and British society has been multifaceted and concluded that the influence of the empire at home was not negligible; in fact, it was a significant but not an all-pervasive factor in the lives of the British people. Of course, historians who study the presence of colonial peoples in Britain are part of this debate, since they, too, have shown the emergence of hybrid identities in Britain since the beginning of the presence of nonwhites, which occurred long before decolonisation.

---

**Global, world, transnational history: cultural traffic, networks, peoples and ideas**

Global history and the building of imperial networks has inspired many works concerning the British Empire. These histories could be studies on networks, models of administration and patterns of rule, as well as ideologies within the space of the empire, which could be categorised as "old imperial histories". They could also be studies of networks of race, gender, class or cultural and artistic encounters and the proliferation of hybrid identities again within the space of the empire, which could be categorised as "new imperial histories". We have already mentioned Bayly’s and Hopkins’ "global" histories, which in accordance with newer methodologies reject the nation-state as the centrepiece of analysis and take a transnational view; nevertheless, they are concerned with political, broad ideological and economical issues. The work of Thomas Metcalf also belongs in this category, adding a cultural dimension too as it concerns architecture. John Darwin studies the British Empire as a global phenomenon – an empire which created an imperial web and collapsed as a result of globalised historical developments.

There are works which examine "imperial networks" in a globalised world from the angle of the "turn". Some examples of transnational imperial history are the works of Tony Ballantyne and Alan Lester. The former, who was supervised by Bayly, is famous for his work on the British imperial networks by which ideas of "race" and "Aryanism" travelled across the British imperial world, India, New Zealand and beyond and also for his works on gender and globalisation. Lester studied the competing projects of colonialism – of missionaries, empire officials as well as British settler networks, in South Africa’s Eastern Cape in the nineteenth century, and the way these different groups shaped the discussion of the morality and purpose of the empire, as they bargained with the metropole for more subsidies to maintain colonial power in the region. Imperial networks are also the subject of global histories which examine multiple imperial sites and not merely relations between metropole and colony. An example is the volume published as a companion to the OHBE about the "imperial" experience of sub-Saharan African blacks since the sixteenth century, who were among the most uprooted and dislocated people; they travelled immensely within the empire and formed part of a transimperial culture. In another companion volume to the OHBE,
the migration experience of British subjects in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and several other places in the empire such as south Asia, Africa and the Pacific and their return to Britain after 1945 from the Commonwealth were analysed, taking into consideration the multiple levels of migrant histories.109 Other works on sexuality and prostitution also use the idea of imperial globalised networks. Philippa Levine’s work *Prostitution, Race and Politics* discusses the incidence and significance of venereal disease and prostitution across the empire in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. She examines sexual practice and disease among British imperialists across social levels, aiming to illuminate, in the words of Kathleen Wilson, "the dense webs (from India, the Straits Settlement, and Hong Kong to Queensland and, more allusively to Britain) of signification that the nationalised bodies of prostitutes and their clients were made to bear, and its creation of new historical chronologies and typologies to make sense of the changing fortunes and reputation of commercial sex workers within the British empire".110

Some of these works reflect the critique that British imperial history itself has been figuring as global history, underestimating the effect and the interaction of other contemporary empires, such as the Russian, Ottoman, Chinese and Japanese, and emphasising the exceptionality of the British Empire. Antoinette Burton argues that there is a need to decentre the British Empire from global history so that British imperial history is no longer understood as self-evidently synonymous with global history. Furthermore, she argues that there was a need to "begin to write the history of the British Empire into world history in terms of its proportionality rather than its exceptionalism, in terms of its role in the co-production of imperial globality rather than its originary character, in terms of its limits rather than its inflated and ultimately self-serving all-powerful image".111 As a matter of fact, this self-serving image has been especially well served by the literary blockbusters of the history of British Empire, such as Niall Ferguson’s publications and television programmes – not only through an emphasis on the exceptional globality of the empire but also by bringing back the civilising mission in a neoliberal form, arguing that it was in sum a benevolent empire and Britain’s retreat from the colonies was against the interests both of Britain and the colonies.112

**Localitylities, globalities and hybrid identities**

Global networks were paradoxically the best tools to locate and examine the creation of hybrid subjectivities. As Kathleen Wilson argues, "the local and the global have been difficult to disentangle since at least 1492".113 Microhistory on the lives of subalterns, European and non-European, were excellent fields of study of the empire as territories where power and ideas were contested. Among the excellent works of new imperial history are biographies that reaffirm the omnipotence of the British Empire and – according to some historians –Europeanness to an extent as a determining factor in the identity formation of individuals. Durba Ghosh comments on some of these monographs that they have "subjects whose emotions, sentiments, lifeworlds, and sexualities are part of a complex narrative that is embedded within family structures and economic systems that were produced by colonialism and colonial activities".114 These might include convicts and other subalterns across the Indian Ocean, as in Clare Anderson’s *Legible Bodies: Race, Criminality and Colonialism in South Asia*. The life of a middle-class woman traveller through the British Empire in Linda Colley’s *The Ordeal of*
Elizabeth Marsh is exemplary of identity formation through the sites of the empire. David Lambert and Alain Lester’s Colonial Lives Across the British Empire: Imperial Careering in the Long Nineteenth Century examines the “map” of imperial professions onto the various spaces of the empire to outline “trans-imperial life-paths”. Thomas Gallant’s Experiencing Dominion: Culture, Identity and Power in the British Mediterranean examines hegemony and identity in the Ionian Islands in the nineteenth century under the scope of the atypical colonial encounter of Ionian Greeks, a population that was white, Christian and a descendant of Europe’s classical heritage – but not obedient to British rule. Durba Ghosh’s Sex and Family in Colonial India: The Making of Empire is an important work, which connects the world of family and politics through an examination of mixed families (British husband, native wife and mixed-race children) in India of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which were fundamental to the operation of the East India Company, demonstrating the pressures these families underwent as the company governors tried, unsuccessfully, to stop mixed-race subjects entering the civil service and military and keep the whiteness and Britishness of the company intact.

The new archaeology of the archive

The return to the archives, although not everybody agrees that cultural historians ever abandoned them, was another development in the last decade. As we have seen, most historians of the turn did use archives and most of them in a very elaborate way. Those who examined the relations between home and colony immersed themselves in archival material, be it texts or artefacts, children’s textbooks and advertisements, in a way that cultural historians would approve. Others working on a global scale examining imperial networks also used archives to excavate or discover social, racial and gender relations, among others; again, these were not limited necessarily to state archives but to catalogues, diaries, police reports, inventories, registration records and other materials. Ethnographical approaches which showed how the archive could be used for deconstructive readings of the texts or the research of gender, racial and subaltern absentees are now common among historians and anthropologists. Archives, be they imperial or other, are now seen not as spaces where information is stored waiting to be extracted but as spaces which are themselves objects of observation which do not contain coherent texts but fragments on which the historian must reflect.

So how ahistorical were the new imperial histories, as the critics in the 1990s maintained? How damaging was the prioritising of the cultural factor in the examination of historical empires? Were the issues of class, capital and the power of the state (the hardcore of the “proper” historical method, as traditional historians maintain) marginalised in these studies? Writing about what she calls the new “critical imperial studies”, Kathleen Wilson states that the new imperial histories did deal with the heart of the old historical method:

By bringing multiple perspectives to bear on the hallowed records of legislatures, trading companies and families in order to historicise connections previously taken as read, such cultural and political work has broken new ground in the study of the most traditional organs of em-
New imperial histories are not void of the preoccupations of the “old” histories with the state, the economy or ideologies. And by the same token, old imperial histories are not unconcerned with the cultural dimension on a micro- or a macroscale. Temporality, thus, is not the best way to classify imperial histories. What emerges as a conclusion is that any careful examination of the works on imperial history shows that the historical works are much closer than the theories may suggest. But as mentioned above, a genuine political issue such as imperialism has the obvious agenda to defend or challenge its role either as an institution which contributed to the improvement of the life of societies or an institution which is responsible for the terrors and losses in these conquered societies. From nineteenth-century historians who wanted to keep colonised subjects far from the realm of history, we arrived at the imperial historians of the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries who celebrated the role of imperialists in the world at large and even accepted under the wing of history the white dominions which, in their view, at some point could mature, acquire modernity and even become independent. The decolonisation period and cold war polarity drove imperial history to the margins of historical interest, only to reappear after the collapse of the Soviet Union. New trends in the historical profession found in imperialism a very fertile ground where hybrid identities could be examined and cultural aspects were prioritised to reveal the subaltern, racial and gender discrimination since the beginnings of the imperial enterprise. The thematic range of the analyses, which encompassed globalities, localities, networks and the fluidity of the formation of private and collective identities between metropole and empire, among others, opened a wide intellectual spectrum which expanded to include not only knowledge of the imperial experience but also of the historical methodology. Parallel to that, more traditional historians with proimperial attitudes were also apologetic about the empire, referring to “accidental empire” or “absent-minded imperialists”, after Seeley’s famous expression, who did not bear sole responsibility for imperial activity. These days, a few neoliberal, neoimperialist televangelists have a separate parallel career preaching the misunderstood benefits of the empire and lamenting the British withdrawal from imperial territories, a message that is popular among a general public often thirsty for flattery and susceptible to illusions of national grandiosity. Yet this is a good time to be an imperial historian because of the dynamism of the production of works on the subject, be they “old” or “new”, critical or theoretical, or strictly empirical, since they are almost compelled to interact with expanding methodologies in historiography and dismantle barriers to the study of national, imperial, colonial identities.
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